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Cintre Central Office news 

In light of the recent COVID-19 situation, training sessions and  

induction sessions will be conducted online. 

On 21st April the first online session took place with Linda via Zoom. 

Masbil, Valeria, Alicja and Amy Cole attended this session as part of 

their new starter induction. 

In April & May, we were sad to say good bye to two valued colleagues 

from the central office team, Katharine Gonzales (Executive Assistant) and 

Dean Paget (Marketing & Fundraising Officer). 

We wish Katharine and Dean all the best of luck in their future endeavors, 

and would like to thank them for all their contribution to Cintre. 

As of April 2020, all payslips will be sent electronically via email by JWB 

Corporate. 

If you have not received your payslip, please ensure you check your 

junk mail prior to contacting Finance.  You will receive your electronic 

payslip from the following email address:  JWBcorporate@outlook.com  

Due to the current restrictions in place as a result of COVID-19,  

refurbishment work on the Graham Court property has now been  

postponed and project completion is looking likely to be delayed until 

early 2021. This is primarily due to supply chain issues and social  

distancing.  
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In-Via garden starting to 

bloom through lockdown 

SH camps outside NHS rainbows CP has a big birthday 

 The garden at In-Via has bloomed into life. 

We’ve carried out lots of work in the garden, with the whole household and staff taking part, 

getting the garden ready for summer. There is still lots of work to be carried out but all this 

helps us keep busy during lockdown. There will be a huge positive when this is all finished 

and something to show for extra time that was spent working on the garden.  

 SH has used his survival skills to show CP and SD how to erect a tent and where the best area 

would be for a camp and then to stay out overnight in the garden. 

SH enjoyed the experience and is now looking at how he could give more information on  

survival to everybody. 

 The fantastic work of keyworkers and the amazing NHS has not gone unnoticed by the guys 

at In-Via. They have been busy decorating the windows with coloured rainbow and are  

clapping outside every Thursday evening. 

 CP had the first In-Via lockdown birthday. We celebrated his birthday on a lovely sunny day in 

Bob’s Barn with food cooked and prepared by SD and Ayan. There was music, line dancing 

with Sue, 2 birthday cakes and plenty of laughs and smiles. 

Everybody had a great time and did not let the lockdown ruin the occasion. 
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Cintre Point Bristol news 

    

Socially-distanced  

support 

Reachout helps at the  

residential  services 

Keeping in touch by  

sharing pictures 

Zoom Zoom Zoom 

 Lockdown has had a big impact on all of Reachout, Claire did a great  

interview for Bristol 24/7 on this, featuring Martha and EB (right) on  

the article. Along with dealing with the challenges of life during 

lockdown, we’ve been making the most of support by doing activities 

over video calls like art (above), virtual walks (left), and cooking.  

 Jon and Bev have been busy at In-Via working with the residents to do some 

springtime preparation in the garden. They’ve planted all sorts, including onions 

(above), and have landscaped a pond too (left). Jack, Martha, and Al have been 

helping out at Cintre House too, joining in with the residents to do some home 

improvements; decorating inside (left) and outside, and have done some garden 

Zumba too!  

 Reachout have been sharing pictures with each other as another way to keep in 

touch. Bev sent the team a lovely video of her beautiful garden (left), TG sent us a 

picture of his adorable dog (above), CA shared with us her amazing guinea pig 

rainbow for the NHS in her window (left), and AT has been giving us plant growth 

updates (left).  

 It was great to see so many people across Cintre for the Mental Health  

First Aid training over Zoom (above). A real highlight was getting to  

meet Debbie’s dog, Tigger (left). What an absolute gem. Continuing  

with dogs, Martha shared the most elegant picture of her dog Dolly  

(right). 
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We are on lockdown Learning more computer 

skills 

Learning to communicate in 

a virtual way 

Me, keeping busy 

 Well, what a strange month it has been. Going into lockdown and the unknown. Having to 

think on our toes, react quickly and adapt to government guidelines, becoming more  

creative, and of course, supporting our service users, reassuring them, and giving them  

support in a virtual way, rather than face to face. 

Most of us are now working from home, with the exception of Cintre House and In-Via. 

We’re having to communicate in a different way. 

 For Cintre Point Weston (CPW), we have had challenges along our journey, learning to adapt 

to supporting our service users virtually, and trying to get them engaged in video calls,  

telephone calls or texts, when for some, this is a very anxious and stressful time for them. In 

particular at CPW, one service user has found it difficult to adapt and engage  

virtually rather than face to face. Some days she doesn’t want to talk to anyone, then  

another day, we’re receiving pictures she’s sent us of her plants and shrubs growing in her 

garden, or of rocks she has painted supplied by one of our keyworkers. We are also  

communicating more regularly with our service users, even if it is a quick welfare check. 

 Another positive from lockdown has been teamwork across Cintre, with CPW supporting  

Cintre Point Bristol to sort out necessary files on the new computer platform. 

CPW has also been supporting Harewood House with one of CPW’s staff members. 

CPW has contributed to Peer Support meetings, so we are supporting each other at this very 

challenging time. 

 For me! I have kept busy with my crafts, knitting and sewing, ensuring I plan my weekends, so 

I have plenty to do, and working from home has taught me new computer skills along the 

way. 
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This month has been challenging, as we have spent it in lockdown due to 

Covid-19. However, the service users at Cintre House have remained positive 

as ever and have found other ways to have fun! 

 

Stories featuring in this month’s edition:  

 

 

Wellbeing 

 

 
 
 
 

Cooking  

 
 
 
 

Breakfast Club  

 

 
 
 
 

Arts and Crafts 

 

 
 

Cintre House news   
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Wellbeing 

At Cintre House, we have been encouraging wellbeing and positivity. This has 

included making sure that we stay fit and healthy during lockdown by…  

…completing daily exercise… 
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… and relaxing in the garden, doing homemade facemasks and lip scrubs! 
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Cooking 

At Cintre House we been doing lots of cooking… 

 

… lunches… 

… BBQs…  
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… and baking Easter cakes… 
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Breakfast Club 

We have started a breakfast club at Cintre house. Every morning at 9am, we sit 

down together and eat a yummy healthy breakfast to start the day. 
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Arts and Crafts  

They have all taken part in lots of arts and crafts…  

 

…creating positive messages to maintain positivity throughout the house… 
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….and painting the garden furniture when the sun has come out.  
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Of course, we have been making lots of noise every Thursday at 8om in 

support of all the key workers!  
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